
Product information

CRDLIGHT 
FILTERING MASK

article no.: CRD-YY0525

Product description
The CRDLIGHT particle filter mask is characterised by efficient 
filtration of up to 94% for pollen, droplets, dust and smog. The 
adjustable nose bridge ensures an optimum seal between the 
bridge of the nose and the mask, allowing you to breathe freely. 
Solid ultrasonic spot-welded edge pressing for strong and highly 
elastic ear loops give the mask a comfortable and secure fit.

Features: 

Form:     foldable 
Size:                                15,5 x 10.5 cm

PFE (particle filter 
efficiency):      up to 94%, anti-PM2.5, anti-pollen, 
                                          anti-droplet
Standards:     EN 149:2001+A1:2009 FFP2 NR
Country of production:  China/Jiangmen Yanyang Trading Co., Ltd. 

Material: 

Consisting of a total of 5 layers:
● Filament non-woven fabric, flexible moderate thickness
● Hot-air cotton
● Adsorption particles
● Double-layer meltblown filters

In addition: 
Nose clip: Secure seal thanks to soft metal nose bridge for the best 
seal between the bridge of the nose and the mask.
 

Wearing Instruction:
 
1.  Press thr mask against the face with the metallic strip 
      uppermost

2. Place the bands around both ears

3. Mould the metallic strip over nose bridge and the mask should         
 snugly over the face 

4.  Press the mask against the gace with both hands to seal 
     air leaks 

Delivery form:
 
Packaging unit kit:         Contents 25 pieces, individually packed

Packaging unit carton:   Contents 40 kits (1,000 pieces)

Restrictions
1.  Check the expiry date and the mask before first use
2. Do not use the mask after the expiry date or if it is damaged
3. Do not use a microwave oven to disinfect the mask
4. Check and ensure that the mask and straps are properly   
       secured
5. The mask cannot be used in rooms with poor ventilation  
 due to a lack of oxygen (below 19.5% vol.) 
6. If you notice increased breathing resistance, replace the  
 mask with a new one immediately 
7. To keep the mask clean, avoid touching the inside of the  
 mask with your hands 
8. Not recommended for children under three years of age  
 due to low lung capacity

Storage

● Please store the masks in a temperature range of -20°C  
 to 25°C and a relative humidity of less than 80%
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Subject to technical updates. Illustrations may vary.
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